
Replaceable Socket

NO-HUB® COUPLING WRENCHES
WHEELER-REX powered No-Hub® Coupling Wrenches tighten or loosen 
couplings in just a few seconds. The tools can be used with most 3/8" 
reversible electric drills. They can be installed and removed as quickly as a 
drill bit. Automatic clutch in torque heads prevent over and under tightening. 
Recalibration is easy with a torque wrench.

1964 “Fastite” for tightening 5/16" coupling nuts to 60 in. lbs. .......................... Weight 0.8 lb. (0.36kg)
1965 “Fastite Plus” for tightening 3/8" coupling nuts to 80 in. lbs. .................... Weight 0.8 lb. (0.36kg)
1966 “Fastite Plus 2” for tightening 5/16" coupling nuts to 80 in. lbs. ................ Weight 0.8 lb. (0.36kg)

SOIL PIPE COUPLING TORQUE WRENCH
This durable “T-Handle” type torque tool with a contoured comfort-fit handle features 
a removable socket and a unique locking collar, which allows the tool to be used as an 
untorqued snug-up or back-off, as well as a conventional torque tool. With the locking 
collar retracted, the tool torques to the right (tightening), while ratcheting to the left. When 
proper torque value has been achieved, the mechanism slips internally and over-tightening 
is impossible.

1977 T-Torque  for tightening 5/16" coupling nuts to 60 in. lbs. ........................... Weight 1 lb. (0.5kg)
1980 T-Torque  for tightening 5/16" coupling nuts to 80 in. lbs. ........................... Weight 1 lb. (0.5kg)
1981 T-Torque  for tightening 3/8" coupling nuts to 80 in. lbs. ............................ Weight 1 lb. (0.5kg)
1982 T-Torque  for tightening 5/16" & 3/8" coupling nuts to 80 in. lbs. ................. Weight 1 lb. (0.5kg)

275410  5/16" Replacement Socket
275818  3/8" Replacement Socket

STRAP WRENCHES
Provides quick gripping to plastic or chrome plated objects without scratching or
damaging the surface. Neoprene Coated Strap. Ductile iron handles for high strength.

Model No. Pipe capacity O.D. Capacity Handle Length
8312 1/8"–2" (10–63mm) 1/8"–3 1/2" (10–90mm) 12" (305mm) weight 2.0 lbs.
8318 1"– 5" (33–127mm) 1"– 6" (33–150mm) 18" (458mm) weight 3.3 lbs.
8324 2"–12" (60–324mm) 2"–14" (60–350mm) 24" (610mm) weight 5.7 lbs.
83120 Replacement Strap for 8312    83121           Replacement Wedge for 8312
83180 Replacement Strap for 8318    83181           Replacement Wedge for 8318
83240 Replacement Strap for 8324    83241           Replacement Wedge for 8324

BASIN WRENCH
Quickly & easily tightens or loosens faucet shank nuts in close quarters. Complete with 
spring loaded jaws and a friction plug that helps hold the head in position. 3/8" to 1 1/4" 
capacity.
9401 Basin Wrench  ................................................................................................ 2 lbs. (0.9kg)
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